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The role your financial data 
plays in the funding process
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SAO’s mission
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Leading a New Team and Building a Strong Foundation

Subscribe to SAO’s weekly e-newsletter

Two ways to sign up:

1. Via SAO’s website at sao.wa.gov

2. Use the QR code below:
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Agenda

• FIT's role

• Timely and accurate data

• Your financial health
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What is FIT?
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RCW 43.09.230

• Requires local governments to submit 
annual fiscal report to SAO

• Requires SAO to publish the data from 
the annual report and make it 
available to the public. 



What FIT does

• SAO’s way of providing public 
access to local government data

• Allows for a way to explore data 
beyond “spreadsheets”

• Provides comparisons, trends, 
and visualization of data that 
other sources of data do not
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Where FIT data comes from
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Importance of filing on time
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Importance of filing on time
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Who’s using FIT
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Data accuracy
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Data accuracy 
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Data accuracy
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Data accuracy
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Data accuracy – case study
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Data accuracy – case study 1

To: Center@sao.wa.gov
From: StateAgencyWhoHasCash@State.gov
Subject: Financial Capability Assessment Question

A sewer fund has requested funding, however this entity 
doesn’t seem to have any sewer related revenues. 

I noticed that the fund reports sewer expenditures, but 
it seems they may not be able to support themselves 
without any revenue. Can you help figure this out?
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Data accuracy – case study 1

Question 1: What observation do you make about the sewer fund’s 
activity in Exhibit A?

Question 2: What would you tell the state agency?
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Data accuracy – case study 1
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Data accuracy – case study 1
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Data accuracy – case study 2

To: Center@sao.wa.gov
From: StateAgencyWhoHasCash@State.gov
Subject: Financial Capability Assessment Question

An entity is looking to refinance its sewer related debt. 
When we assessed the financials, the fund doesn’t seem 
to be paying any sewer debt service at all. 

What’s going on?
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Data accuracy – case study 2

Question 1: What type of debt does the government seem to have in 
Exhibit B?

Question 2: What does Exhibit C say about the debt you identified 
above?

Question 3: What conclusion do you make?
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Data accuracy – case study 2
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Data accuracy – case study 2
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Data accuracy – case study 2
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FIT Demo – case studies
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FIT Demo – case studies

SAO has resources to help identify data issues.
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Financial health indicators
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• Separate indicators for GAAP 
and Cash-basis governments

• Outlooks for funds as well as 
individual indicators

• All indicators provide rational 
and underlying data
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Financial health indicators
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Some measure the adequacy of cash reserves.

Others measure the ability to “add” to ending fund 
balances.

Others measure whether the fund itself is living “within its 
means.”

Some measure the proportion of debt service to its 
available revenue.
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Financial health indicators
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• Utilize outlooks and 
benchmarks as one of many 
tools to assess financial 
health.

• Compare your health to 
others in FIT by adding 
averages, median health, or a 
custom set of your own 
peers.



Financial health indicators
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Financial health indicators

• Other agencies or lenders may have their 
own criteria or method of assessing health

• Review the formulas and understand how 
your data affects each one
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Financial health indicators

• Change isn’t always bad

• Explaining changes in financial 
condition can be difficult

• Make sure your data is accurate
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Financial health indicators
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Tips for local governments
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• Understand why your data looks the way it does

• Ensure the data is correct

• Consider the factors that led to the data

• Compare the current year to your                       
financial statements

• Utilize SAO’s financial checklists 
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How to get FIT
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Questions
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Resources for Ports



Contact Information

Niles Kostick
Financial Management & Data Tools Specialist

For more information:
• Phone: 564-999-0818
• Email: center@sao.wa.gov
• Website: sao.wa.gov

Duane Walz
Data & Business Systems Specialist


